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The following is an essay written in response to a topic assigned in
English 192. The paper is written under the pretense that it is 1970, and
Ernest Hemingway's novel, Islands in The Stream has just recently been
published. As an editorialistfor "Time" magazine, I have chosen to review
Hemingway's novel and discuss the paradox of this suicidal author, and the
courageous character he created.
DEALING WITH STRESS: A REVIEW
of ISLANDS IN THE STREAM
When the "great storyteller" Ernest Hemingway died ten years ago,
the world mourned his passing. No longer could an avid reader hope to lose
himself in the action and splendor of a new Hemingway novel. He would
have to be content with former masterpieces, such as The Sun Also Rises
and The Old Man and The Sea. Although many great authors have died,
none to date have been able to resurrect themselves. Ernest Hemingway,
however, somehow managed this feat by giving his readers one, last, spec-
tacular novel, ten years after his suicide.
Although Hemingway's new novel, Islands In The Stream, was not
edited and revised by the author himself, there is still no doubt in this
reader's mind that every sentence is undeniably Hemingway. Upon reading
the novel, I discovered such emotion and action, that I could not pass up the
opportunity to review the novel for Time subscribers.
In a society which is slowly turning to methods of lust to attract
readers, Hemingway has provided a novel that dares to go against the nor-
mal trend. Hemingway accepted the idea that "it is (a) privilege to help
man endure by lifting his heart," as William Faulkner said in The
Stockholm Address, "by reminding him of the courage and honor and hope
and pride and compassion and pity and sacrifice which have been the glory
of his past." Hemingway's new novel encompasses all of these emotions
and more. It is ironic that a man who committed suicide could create a
novel with these traits, which are shown through one man, Thomas Hud-
son, who refuses to give in to despair.
The main character in Islands in The Stream is Thomas Hudson. He
lives on an island, secluded from both his sons and a large portion of socie-
ty. He is an artist, and throughout his entire life, he has hidden his emo-
tions from those who love him by throwing himself into his work.
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Hudson's life is filled with grief and despair, but he deals with this grief by
using courage and strength. He is a man who possesses many of the
qualities that his creator lacked. Hemingway obviously could not bear the
pain and despair of life, although he fashioned a character who could en-
dure anything.
Hudson's grief is constant throughout the novel, and there is even
evidence of this in the very beginning of the story. A divorce is a tragic
thing to go through, and Thomas Hudson has been through two. He
realizes that "he.. never cared, truly, about success. What he (cares) about
(is) painting and his children and he (is) still in love with the first woman he
had been in love with"(8). Therefore, much of Hudson's grief springs from
his own loneliness and discontent. To cope with this loneliness, Hudson
uses his work, art, to fill his days and nights. He paints the sea, because he
has grown to love the violent "crashing of the surf" and the beauty of the
water and sand(5). The sea brings him comfort, for he knows that most
things are both violent and beautiful.
Interestingly, love is not Hudson's only cause of grief. Most of the
pain is caused by the loss of his three sons, who were very special to their
father. Hudson finds it difficult to express the way he feels, so he holds his
pain inside and refuses to come to terms with himself. It would seem that
with so much pain inside, Hudson would be forced to find yet another way
to cope. He does indeed. What better way to forget life's problems than
drowning them in a bottle of rum. Becoming intoxicated provides only a
temporary relief for Thomas' grief, but "there are no terms to be made with
sorrow... (time) is supposed to cure it, (but) if it is cured by anything less
than death, the chances are that it was not true sorrow"(185).
It is evident that Hudson cannot rid himself of the pain that he carries
inside. He tries various ways to ease his sorrow. Besides drinking and his
art, Hudson, later in the novel, uses his military service as an aphrodisiac.
He puts one hundred percent of himself into his pursuit of the Germans.
He enjoys this because he is close to the sea, and he knows that a man must
be a man and perform his duty. Hudson believes that he must "(get) it
straight. Your son you lose. Love you lose. Honor has been gone for a
long time. Duty you do"(307).
Although Thomas Hudson finds it hard to relate his emotions to
others, he does, however, find no difficulty in sharing his true feelings with
his cats. Hudson's motley harem of felines provides an excellent release for
the man. To him, the cats agree that there are no answers to life's ques-
tions, "(there aren't) any solution(s)" (193). There can be no logical reason
why a man should lose three sons in his lifetime. Therefore, Hudson does
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not look for logical reasons; he looks for nothing at all.
There is a strong resemblance between the lives of Thomas Hudson and
Ernest Hemingway. Both men were artists and both held the same ideas of
courage and duty. It would seem, then, that somehow, like the character he
created, Hemingway could have found some way to hold on to life. Hud-
son used his art, and it was not until "(he) looked up and (saw) the sky that
he had always loved and he looked across the great lagoon that he was quite
sure, now, he would never paint," that he realized he was going to die (435).
When his desire to paint died, so did he. Could it not be possible then that
Hemingway, upon realizing that his desire to write had died, decided that
there was no reason to live? Or, could it be that when the strength and
courage of Thomas Hudson died, Hemingway could find none of these
qualities in himself? Hemingway may have used his character as a prop to
help him last a few months longer. As Faulkner stated so well, "The poet's
voice need not merely be the record of man; it can be one of the props, the
pillars to help him endure and prevail!" Hemingway may have written not
only to satisfy the needs of the public, but also, to satisfy his own needs.
Elana E. Evans
THE LOTTERY
The use of dramatic point of view in 'The Lottery" permits Shirley
Jackson to build up to her effectively shocking conclusion. The characters
are commonplace and the setting is deceivingly pleasant, yet throughout the
story, there are foreshadowing suggestions that something disagreeable ex-
ists about this lottery.
Through the dramatic point of view, Jackson presents flat but highly
symbolic characters. For example, there is Dickie Delacroix whose last
name means "of the cross," and, of course, the crucifixion of Jesus Christ
established the cross as a symbol of sacrifice. The author further em-
phasizes the name by informing us that "the villagers pronounced this name
'Dellacroy'," perhaps as a token of unfamiliarity or strangeness. And then
there is the official of the lottery, Mr. Summers, who ironically works for a
coal company: coal is a commodity associated with winter, and winter is a
season linked with death. He carries the black wooden box into the square
and draws in the lottery himself, but is a surprizingly "jovial man" and
"people were sorry for him, because he had no children and his wife was a
scold." Mr. Summers, one could safely state, is a walking contradiction.
Finally, there is the tardy Mrs. Hutchinson whose character mildly recalls
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the typical schoolroom scapegoat. As she begins to make her way through
the crowd, "the people separated good humoredly" and after she locates
her family, there is a "soft laughter." Something about Tessie Hutchinson
and the crowd signals trouble ahead for her. Even when Tessie is speaking
to Mrs. Delacroix, who would later hurl the largest stone at her, there is an
uneasiness about Tessie. She appears to be in a hurried state at the beginn-
ing of the lottery, and later becomes defiant and frantic at her stoning.
If all the previously mentioned symbolic characters are overlooked,
Jackson's prosaic setting should certainly summon up the reader's curiosity
as to the outcome of the lottery. As Mr. Summers starts to call names from
his list, the intensity among the crowd can be felt. This crowd of families is
portrayed in a square, with a pile of stones and a black box; and it is almost
high noon on summer's day. All of the aforementioned details call to mind
a ritualistic gathering from the past when people made sacrifices to the gods
for a plentiful crop or a heavy rain. Indeed, the box from which the
townspeople draw slips of paper invites an intimating paragraph about the
history of this lottery. We learn that the lottery has been going on for some
time. The author again employs symbolism at this point when she has Old
Man Warner state that it is his seventy-seventh time in the lottery, the
number seven signifying luck. Mr. Summers and Mr. Adams (Adam, the
first man in the story of Creation and, consequently, the first man to take
risks) "grinned at one another humorlessly and nervously." Up until this
point, it may be difficult to see that there is something sinister about this
game of chance. As the story develops, our suspicions are confirmed when
Tessie becomes angry over Bill's picking out the spotted piece of paper. She
insists on doing it over, but her protests are in vain. She even becomes
slightly violent when "she snatched a paper out and held it behind her." All
of the Hutchinsons reveal their slips of paper, and it is Tessie who has got
the spotted one. She is then "quickly" stoned to death.
Shirley Jackson's masterful story told in the dramatic point of view
contains all the elements necessary in creating a startling conclusion. It does
contain some clues that are not evident on the first reading. Although her
characters are flat, Jackson's use of the objective point of view gives this
story the quality of being universal; this horrific incident could have occur-
red anywhere. As a story and to serve a purpose, "The Lottery" illustrates
how tradition can become uncontrollably dangerous, and how the past and
present (if one can imagine that something like this is done as a seasonal of-




Critics have discussed Sammy's associating women with animals in
John Updike's "A&P." He refers to them as sheep, pigs, and creatures on
about the same level, such as withches and houseslaves. But it has not been
mentioned that he thinks of Queenie as an animal too, a cat to be exact.
Nor are any of the other catlike descriptions mentioned either.
Although Sammy places Queenie above the other women, he still
thinks of her as a lower species than himself. He refers to her as the
"Queen." This label is significant because a female cat is called a queen.
His descriptions of her are further proof of this connotation. For instance,
she puts on an air of independence and pride. Rather than being led, she
leads the other two girls, possibly her kittens. Aloof and catlike she does
not look around. She walks straight, "...on these long white prima-donna
legs," in her feline way, slowly "...testing the floor with every step, putting
a little deliberate extra action into it." She is stalking some prey, perhaps
fish—herring snacks. To Sammy, Queenie is sexy and sophisticated. He
likes her, but she can not have a mind: "do you really think it's a mind in
there or just a little buzz like a bee in a glass jar?" But in his effort to define
this particular female he shows that he is essentially an amorous tomcat.
Sammy is so overcome by his satyriasis that he devotes the majority of
the story to Queenie' s anatomy and describes her in cat-like terms. He
singles out her "clean bare plane of the top of her chest down form her
shoulder bones like a dented sheet of metal tilted in the light. I mean it was
more than pretty"—an exact description of the bib or chest of a cat, always
clean, smooth, and shiny. Her face also belongs to a cunning creature; he
describes it a "prim," which means "demure," "sedate," "quiet," "com-
posed" and "serious," all adjectives which might be used to describe a
Siamese or Manx. She holds her head high making her neck look stretched,
but this is no disappointment for Sammy, who is attracted to her feline ar-
rogance. Conscious of her superiority, she feigns indifference to those
around her. Sammy notes that she must have noticed Stoksie and him wat-
ching, but she would not let on. "Not this queen." Sammy shows signs of
nervousness, but of course this tomcat does not give up.
Because of Sammy's continuous stare, Queenie glances at the girls, her
"kittens." She must protect them, and make sure they are behaving. As
kittens would do, they "kind of huddled against her for relief, and then
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they all three of them went up the "cat and dog food aisle." Certainly, be-
ing finicky this queen passes this aisle and heads for the real meat counter.
One of the kittens, the chunky one, is momentarily attracted to a box
of cookies just as kittens like toads and green lizards, which are bad for
them. But on second thought, maybe she should follow Queenie's example;
surely there is something better than this at the end of the hunt. Similarly,
as a kitten matures it will learn which creatures are nutritious, and will try,
like its mother, for birds and mice.
Other creatures in the store are at first startled by the three, but since
sheep and houseslaves do not feel threatened by the cats, they return to
grazing. And Queenie goes on cooly, "walking against the usual traffic" as
a cat so often does, "with her feet padding along naked over our cream
floor."
As Sammy becomes more overwhelmed, his descriptions become less
subtle. One can nearly hear the emphasis he is conveying in such prases as:
"Kingfish Fancy Herring Snacks in Pure Sour Cream," a cat's delight; or
smooth "icecream coats," like the coats of many Persians. As the tomcat
overpowers him, he depicts her "two smoothest scoops of vanilla... her nar-
row pink palm." He also "nestled the herring... twisted its neck," as cruel
as a cat.
Almost as if Queenie and Chunky are aware of Sammy's portrayal,
when reprimanded by Lengel for their attire, they show true feline
responses. Queenie becomes temporarily embarrassed when scolded, a ge-
nuine catlike emotion. And Chunky lashes out at her pretentious enemy,
just as a kitten would do. As Lengel pursues his reproachment, Queenie
remembers her place and says, "We are decent." She begins to strike back,
lower lip stiffening, claws out, voice hissing, and eyes flashing deep blue
like those of a Siamese.
Sammy quits his job trying to make points with the girls. So the tomcat
strolls into the parking lot to claim his reward, but cats do not give anyone
credit for favors rendered. They are nowhere in sight, and the tomcat,
through this crisis, realizes "how hard the world was going to





In the play Raisin In The Sun Lorraine Hansberry initially portrays
Mama Younger as the matriarchal, sometimes tyrannical, ruler of the
Younger household. Hansberry shows Mama's tyrannical nature from the
outset of the play in Mama's reaction to her son and grandson leaving the
house in the morning: "Who that 'round here slamming doors at this
hour?" Obviously, Mama has staked her claim as the person who decides
how this household runs. Yet as the play proceeds, we see Mama as much
more than just a tyrant. We see that Mama deeply loves her family and that
she is sensitive and caring enough to give her family what they need in their
particular situation.
Mama first shows her depth of character in her relationship with her
daughter-in-law, Ruth. Mama initially expresses her opinion that Ruth is
not giving Travis, Mama's grandson, adequate nourishment. Mama asks,
"What you fix for his breakfast this morning?" Irritated at Mama's in-
sinuation that she is inadequately caring for her family Ruth replies, "I feed
my son Lena! I gave him hot oats— is that all right!" Most people would
now apologize because they realize their interference is not welcome. Not
only does Mama not apologize, she adds insult to injury: "Put a lot of nice
butter on it? He likes lots of butter." This seems to prove Mama to be a
tyrant. It also seems to show that Mama is totally insensitive to Ruth and
her feelings.
Yet, as Ruth contemplates an abortion and her marriage with Walter
becomes increasingly hostile, Mama shows a great deal of sensitivity and
love to Ruth. As Walter tells Ruth that he doesn't want her around him,
Mama comes to Ruth's defense: "Walter, what is the matter with you?
Ruth's a good, patient girl in her way...don't make the mistake of driving
that girl away from you." Mama shows here a great deal of respect and love
for Ruth—love and respect for Ruth that totally contradicts the impression
left by Mama's earlier comments to her. Mama again defends Ruth to
Walter as Walter finds out about Ruth's contemplation of abortion:
"When the world gets ugly enough—a woman will do anything."
In these instances Mama shows a depth of character that adds a great
deal more to her than just the tyrannical side. She shows a great deal of love
for Ruth and she also shows extreme sensitivity to Ruth's feelings and situa-
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tions. Mama's defense of Ruth's contemplation of abortion is decidely sur-
prising considering Mama is a very religious woman. Mama's actions show
an understanding of another person's plight at the expense of her own
beliefs.
Religion also plays an important part of Mama's first encounter with
her daughter Beneatha. Mama's reaction to Beneatha saying there is no
God is that she slaps Beneatha across the face and makes her recite: "In my
mother's house there is still God." Between this and Mama telling
Beneatha, "There are some ideas we ain't going to have in this house. Not
long as I am at the head of this family," Mama can only be thought of as a
tyrant.
But are these the only feelings Mama shows to Beneatna; Mama
respects her daughter enough to support her in wanting to go to medical
school. She is the same daughter who Mama once asked—"Why you got to
flit so from one thing to another, baby?" Believing Mama to only be tyran-
nical, one would think Mama would just tell her daughter to forget such
nonsense and marry her rich boyfriend George. Yet Mama supports her
daughter not only in becoming a doctor but in her decision not to marry
George.
Mama's poignant speech to Beneatha telling her to love her brother
even after he lost her money for college shows her deep religious beliefs and
her developing depth of character:
There is always something left to love. And if you
ain't learned that, you ain't learned nothing. Have you
cried for that boy today? I don't mean for yourself and for
the family 'cause we lost the money. I mean for him; what
he been through and what it done to him. When you starts
measuring somebody, measure him right child, measure
him right. Make sure you done taken into account what
hills and valleys he come through before he got to wherever
he is.
This unequivocally shows the qualities of Mama's character. Mama shows
love, compassion, and the Biblical teaching of turn the other cheek.
In this speech Mama also shows the love she has for her son, Walter.
This instance, accompanied by other confrontations between Mama and
Walter, shows that Mama's character runs true to form. When Walter
wants to take the insurance money and invest in a liquor store, Mama ex-
plains to him in no uncertain terms that it isn't possible: "There ain't going
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to be no investing in no liquor stores. I don't aim to have to speak on that
again." Mama's decision leads Walter to quit his job and start drinking.
The tyrannical Mama would tell him to act like a man, yet the insightful,
compassionate Mama realizes that she has caused Walter's problems.
Realizing this, she relinquishes her authority as head of the Younger
household:
Listen to me now. I say I been wrong, son. There
ain't nothing as precious to me....There ain't nothing
worth holding on to, money, dreams, nothing else—if it
means—if it means it's going to destroy my boy. Monday
morning I want you to take this money.... It isn't much,
but it's all I got in the world and I'm putting it in your
hands. I'm telling you to be the head of this family from
now on like you supposed to be.
This brings Walter out of his despair until he loses the money to his friend
Willy. Even after he loses the money Mama continues to love her son, as
shown in her speech to Beneatha, and she continues to allow him to make
the family decisions.
Walter's final decision is whether or not to move to their new house in
the all-white neighborhood. After initially deciding not to move and to sell
the house back to the neighborhood people, Walter changes his mind and
tells Mr. Linder that they're going to move because — "My father — he
earned it." The point is that no matter what decision Walter made Mama
was going to abide by it. As she tells Mr. Linder, "I am afraid you don't
understand. My son said we was going to move and there ain't nothing left
for me to say."
In her relationship with Walter, Mama shows over and over the
tenderness and caring she has for her family. Walter, more than anyone,
gives reason enough for Mama to be a tyrant. Instead of becoming a tyrant
that totally dominates Walter, she becomes a sensitive mother that loves her
son.
Mama repeatedly shows that there is more to her than tyranny. Even
though she can be tyrannical if the situation calls for it, she also proves that
she can be loving, sensitive, and full of tenderness given the necessary cir-
cumstances. Mama will never stop being a mother to her children. She will
express her opinion if she feels it's needed; she will also give her children the
support and love that they need to become the best adults they can be.
Ken Calhoun
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LIGHT ON THE BLIGHTED STAR:
THE CHARACTER OF TESS
The world of Thomas Hardy is a bleak one, governed by chance and
accident, or perhaps a capricious God. The men and women of Hardy's
novels live lives of misery, misery all too infrequently mitigated by brief
periods of happiness which usually end up intensifying the sorrow. Amid
the darkness of this universe and the imbroglio of human error, there seems
precious little to be hopeful about. If there is no hope in the novels of
Thomas Hardy, why should anyone read them? Is there anything in
Hardy's darkened vision that serves to inspire or uplift? The answers to
these questions, I feel, are that there is hope in Hardy's novels and there is
something to inspire the reader. This something is Hardy's characteriza-
tion. Take, for example, Tess d'Urberville, the heroine of the novel that
bears her name. There is something about Tess that not only captivates
readers and critics alike, but also provides some measure of hope in an
otherwise dismal world. Tess says that she lives on a "blighted
star"(25),but through her suffering, her resiliency and a certain innate puri-
ty, by the novel's end she somehow makes life on the star a bit easier to
bear.
Human suffering is absolutely crucial to a Thomas Hardy novel. In
Tess, the heroine's suffering accomplishes two things. First, Tess' pain
elicits the reader's sympathy for Tess. This is especially true in the early sec-
tions of the novel, before her fall. Tess' suffering can be either physical or
emotional. The scene in which the Durbeyfield horse, Prince, is killed, is a
prime example of emotional pain which makes the reader feel sorry for
Tess. Tess takes all the blame for the accident, despite the fact that had her
father not been drunk she never would have had to be making the midnight
sojourn. "'Tis all my doing— all mine....No excuse for me—none," she
laments (27). Her pain goes further than simple guilt, for Hardy makes it
clear that Tess feels like a "murderess" (28). Hardy furthers the reader's
sympathy for Tess in the scenes preceding her seduction. While walking
homeward with her fellow workers, Tess' innocent laughter at Car Darch's
humorous predicament results in a near fight and ends up precipitating her
unhappy seduction (57). The scenes with Alec which depict the false
d'Urberville as a lecherous villain also create sympathy for Tess (60, 45).
Hardy reserves Tess' real suffering for a different purpose. Regardless
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of the extent of her consent in the seduction, Tess still broke a moral rule.
She must pay for her error. (This type of suffering has a good deal to do
with the subject of Tess' purity, which will be discussed later.) Irving Howe
writes, "In her violation, neglect and endurance Tess comes to seem
Hardy's most radical claim for the redemptive power of suffering..."
(Howe 440).
Tess begins paying quite early, with the scorn of her neighbors and
subsequent birth of her child. Tess suffers when the village folk whisper
about her in church. "She knew what their whispers were about, grew sick
at heart and felt that she could come to church no more" (72). Tess' at-
titude toward the baby is also a source of pain. In a way, she bitterly resents
it, for it is a symbol of her error; but her maternal instinct is also very
strong, and she loves the baby. Her pain surrounding the child climaxes
with its death (81). Though her child dies, her guilt lives on, and she carries
it with her to her new job at Talbothays. Perhaps worse than physical suf-
fering, Tess is losing her sense of self-worth. "My life looks as if it has been
wasted," she says (107). Even in her relationship with Angel Clare, Tess
cannot be wholly happy. "She walked in brightness but she knew that in
the background those shapes were always spread" (164). Her emotional
suffering reaches a peak after she confesses her sin to Angel, only to have
him refuse forgiveness. His rejection is an affirmation to her of what she
had long felt: that she is a wicked person, not fit for life with Angel (192).
This suffering is followed by terrible physical suffering at Flintcomb Ash.
The work and desolate environment reduce her to the level of an insect
(238). Hardy's descriptions of Flintcomb Ash and Tess' work, both in the
fields and on the thresher machine, probably rival anything in Dickens. In
this wasteland Tess works and dreams of Angel.
By the novel's end the suffering becomes too much. The death of her
father, the ousting of her family from the village and the ironic untimely
return of Angel Clare push Tess over the edge. Rosemary Benzig says Tess
is "driven by suffering to madness" (204). The fascinating thing about
Tess' suffering is how willingly she accepts it. D. H. Lawrence writes that
Tess "respects utterly the other's right to be." Tess' patience and passivity
is, I think, inspiring. In the face of human error and aggression, be it the
low villainy of Alec or the lofty hypocrisy of Angel or the common ig-
norance of the country folk, Tess is nearly always strong but never intrusive
or intolerant.
If Tess is amazing, because she accepts her pain so willingly, she is even
more incredible in that she maintains her resiliency and her personality at
the same time. Until the very end she never breaks. Howe writes, "she is
human life stretched and racked, yet forever springing back to renewal"
(440). The novel is thick with examples of Tess' resiliency, which is the real-
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ly inspiring aspect of her suffering. An early example is Tess' reaction to
the Biblical verse painter whom she meets after her fall. The verses are
about adultery and damnation, but Tess shows us that she is not going to be
broken by them. "Pooh," she says, "I don't believe God said such things"
(68). It is not a rejection of God, only a rejection of the Old Testament
mentality. When the church will not baptize her infant, Tess decides that
she will do it herself (80). She refuses to let the stuffier conventions of
religion destroy her spirit. Tess' burial of her infant is a heart-rending af-
fair. Denied permission to bury him in the churchyard, she lays him in the
"shabby corner of God's allotment....where all unbaptized infants,
notorious drunkards and suicides are laid" (83). Tess makes a little cross
from sticks and twine and leaves some flowers in a marmalade jar.
The very fact that Tess survives Angel's rejection is a tribute to her
resiliency. She is deeply, deeply hurt, angry more at herself than at him, but
she goes on with life, always with the hope that he will return. When she
stumbles upon the wounded pheasants in the field, she puts them out of
their misery, exclaiming, "...to suppose myself the most miserable being on
earth in the sight o' such misery as yours." It does not take much to stop
Tess from feeling bad about her plight. Even at Flintcomb Ash, Tess re-
mains strong. In one description of the frozen, ugly field that Tess works
in, three words leap out: "Still Tess hoped" (239). She seems a woman who
will not give up. I feel that even her dubious mental state at the end of the
novel and her murder Alec are in evidence of her resiliency. Despite her im-
plied madness, Tess' actions in the last chapters are essentially healthy, if
that term can be used. Tess is still striving to get back with Angel and the
murder of Alec is a means to that end. Basically, Alec's lechery and villainy
are the Chief causes of Tess' fate, and he deserves punishment of some type.
Dorothy Van Ghent defends the murder: "Tess is finally creative by the on-
ly measure of creativeness that this universe holds, the measure of the in-
stinctive and the natural" (438). Alec is the only person who masters Tess
in a negative fashion; thus, he must die so that Tess can be free of his stain.
The combination of suffering and resiliency leads to what is perhaps
the most important thing about Tess: her purity. Hardy caused quite a stir
when he insisted in his subtitle that a murderess and an adulteress could be
pure. Hardy based his claim on Tess' intentions, which he considered
blameless. W. Eugene Davis has some doubts, however, about Tess' real
intentions. He says that Hardy is unclear in his treatment of the seduction
and the events during the weeks afterward and that Hardy leaves too much
to the imagination. Davis says that the reader ends up loving the strong,
passionate, impure Tess. I disagree. First of all, I think Hardy is quite clear
in his treatment of the seduction. "Doubtless some of Tess d'Urberville's
mailed ancestors rollicking home from a fray had dealt the same measure
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even more ruthlessly, towards peasant girls of their time"(63). If this does
not indicate some type of force on the part of Alec, then I don't know what
does. Secondly, Davis ignores the extent of Tess' suffering in the novel.
Her emotional and physical pains are like a penance. They cleanse her of
whatever sin she may have committed. Tess' purity is not an ordinary, con-
ventional one. It transcends ordinary morality and ordinary chastity.
Howe says that Tess is beyond the stain of her circumstances and that she
"embodies a feeling for the inviolability of the person" (441). Her in-
violability is rooted in her ability to accept suffering and in her good will
for the people with whom she comes in contact. Tess is an adulteress, but
she comes much closer to the real Christian ideal of chastity than just about
anyone.
Thomas Hardy's universe is an oppressive, unjust place, but it is not
the universe that he creates that is most important in his novels. What is im-
portant is the unbelievable achievements of his heroes in the face of oppres-
sion. The events of Tess' life are rotten. Nonetheless, Tess becomes a
beautifully whole person. She is passionate, tender, merciful, kind and lov-
ing in a world that is none of these things. Tess of the d'Urbervilles is a
story not about the degeneracy and falseness and injustice of the world;
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A few years back when I was still living at home, I had the advantage of
owning a small, wooden bateau of about twelve feet in length and of narrow
beam. Being a rather small craft, it was very light and easy to tip over;
nevertheless, it was a sturdy vessel capable of carrying three without too
much fear of capsizing. Although it was rather crude looking from its
uneven lines, it handled very well under most circumstances, and it provided
my partners and me freedom from the clutches of land.
I found it one day during a search for a boat that would take us to a
neighboring island for a weekend camp. It belonged to a friend on the op-
posite end of the isle. Tony Dentee and his father had built the boat, and it
was serving Mrs. Dantee as a planter in a corner of their backyard. Conn-
ing Tony into letting me borrow it was a trick, but he told me he would sell
it for thirty dollars plus my prized skateboard, which in those days was con-
sidered a hard bargain.
"Twenty-five dollars and the skateboard," I countered, "and you
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throw in two paddles."
Deliberating for a moment, he smiled and said, "Fine, but you must
make sure my mom doesn't see you take it, and be careful of her plants."
"Great," I replied. "You get the paddles, and I'll get the boat."
Tony helped me carry the boat home where we threw it in the tidal
creek that runs behind my house. The bateau proved itself that camping
trip, and I was won over by its ability to fascinate me.
The bateau led me away from land and into the marshes behind my
house for long tours after school. It took me to small islands in search of
driftwood and to quiet fishing holes where the only sound was gentle waves
lapping against the hull and blood rushing in my ears. We ran together
along the edges of Wormsloe Plantation seeking out snowy egrets resting in
overhanging oaks. Old black men fishing on the bank would shout, "Move
on Son, ya chasin' my luck!" as I cut too close to their lines stretching in the
breeze. Paddling quietly, I caressed the water to slip past deer along the
banks on my way to the fishing holes hidden in the fog. These were the
times I treasured most when I became part of the nature surrounding me.
My love for the new paths opened to me was also caught by my friend,
Will. "Let's go out in the boat. Let's go fishing. Let's go for a cruise," he
would say.
Having someone to join me in this pleasure was fun, and eventually we
built a small dock out into the river inlet. The dock, built of small logs and
lumber borrowed from old tree forts, included a floating section at the very
end. It was located adjacent to our small camping area on the lagoon that
we used for a summer swimming hole.
The first weekend after the dock was completed, Will and I camped
there. We spent that night in lounge chairs at the end of the dock watching
the waves carry firelight across the water. Although the images warmed our
souls, a deeper burning penetrated our empty stomachs. Such was the ef-
fect of our father's Canadian Whiskey down our dry gullets.
"Let's go get some crabs," Will said jumping up. "I know of two
traps just out in the river," he grunted as he slipped and fell into the bateau.
The moon was up, so we paddled out and pirated the traps. This later
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became a ritual to be repeated quite often without regard for the crab pot-
ter.
My stepfather owned a small, three horsepower boat motor that we
"borrowed" upon occasion when we camped on islands beyond the reach
of paddles, and it proved useful in night fishing and gigging with a Coleman
lantern. Once, while holding the lantern to light a narrow channel, we were
besieged by a school of alarmed mullett as they jumped out of the water
toward the light. It was quite an experience to have all the fish we wanted
jump into the boat.
I later let another friend take my boat to his home in Tarboro, South
Carolina, so that he could hunt deer in the swamp behind his house. There
it stayed for the longest time, out of my reach until I became the proud
owner of a Volkswagen "Bug." Will and I then made several trips to the
swamp to camp and fish. I had the perfect boat for the swamp because it
could easily snake in and out of the large cypress groves through patches of
moss that covered parts of the waterway. The only element that did not
agree with my boat was the cypress knees. Hidden under the black water,
they relentlessley jabbed the hull until the resulting crack forced me to
remove it from the water for repairs.
The sense of pride and freedom I felt in driving home with my bateau
strapped smartly on top of my Bug was overwhelming. With the Bug's
great gas economy and the bateau on top, I felt I could conquer the world.
"Oh, shit," I said to myself as I saw the strands of rope peeling back
from the front line holding the bow. I started to slow down.
"Oh, shit!" The line snapped and I braked harder. I watched the bow
float up and down, hovering in the 50 mph wind. My eyes followed the bow
up until I got to the rearview mirror where I saw my beloved bateau reeling
end over end behind me as though it did not want to be left stranded.
"Oh, know," I moaned as I ran to remove my little boat from the on-
coming traffic. It was split evenly in half. I screamed in agony as I pulled it
off the highway into the tall grass away from the questioning stares of the
slowing commuters.
I sat by my destroyed boat and cried the hardest I think I ever have. All
those feelings and emotions I had experienced with this friend came boiling
up, and I think I sat there an hour. Finally I pushed the remains into the
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canal running the length of the road. Then I left.
Someday I plan to build another just like it. Until then, I will have to
dwell on the memories it gave me—until my bateau and I again race the










Tomorrow all will be swept
by the tides away.
The shattered heart palpitates,
But feels no more,
Knows too more than did yesterday.
The sorcerer's magic wished by all.
The great ball of fire illuminates and warms
The cold harsh planet.
The beast trods on another day,
Unaware of the gods,
And the tides coyly play.
The demonic serpent slimes through the leaves
of grass
Attending his prey.
The fires burn, hell reaps.
What guard does the beast have
From the lethal flames? What armor?
What chain?
What salve will mend
His cremation of soul?
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From sparks and ashes
Does the beast
Dare rise,
And flirt with dissolution
Amongst the tides?
Shall leaves on shelves be the beast's
Armor
Or shall they cast him in the
Cremating heat?
The forbidden sweet bearer long since forgot.
Fruit was gained and paradise lost.




Yet ruler and murderer of the land.
So thinker think, singer sing, priest pray,
Tomorrow all will be swept by the tides
away.
What will float the soul amongst the
Waves; the warning now before the sea of
Graves.
The buzzard shall swarm, the dove
Will appear not.
The wailing and echoes of tears will be heard
In the darkness beyond where






The light which illuminated the room came from the small lamp on my
nightstand. I lay in bed attempting to interpret the evening paper, while
shadows of darkness draped the corners of my bedroom. The clock on my
mantle struck the eleventh hour.
Reading fatigued my eyes and made them lust for silent slumber.
"Buster," I called for my trustworthy companion. He was a small mutt
when I first found him, but he wasted no time in becoming a large and
loveable friend. His body lumbered out of the darkness, which filled the
hall, and stood in the doorway wagging his tail. "It's bedtime Buster," I
told him and he lay beside the bed. I folded the paper properly and turned
off the lamp. Light gave way to darkness.
I reached down with my hand, like so many times before, and Buster
told me goodnight with a lick on the back of my hand; this was a bedtime
ritual. It happened this way every night. I liked it this way and I guess
Buster did too. I closed my eyes and nestled in the bedsheets. I found it
easy to drift to sleep that evening.
Just as I was on the verge of complete relaxation the phone rang. I
fumbled in the darkness for the lamp which I had read by earlier and
answered the phone with a groggy hello. The party on the other side of the
line gave no answer. "Hello," I said a second time. "Listen, if you kids
don't stop this I will have to call the police!" I protested and slammed
down the phone. "Those kids don't have any respect for us people who like
to sleep at this time of night, Buster," I said in a bitter tone. Buster moaned
as if to say," just forget about it." I turned off the lamp and got comfor-
table in my bed.
I lay there wondering about my strange phone call. Could it have been
a practical joke? Could someone have been in trouble and too scared to
speak? No, I was convinced it was just kids. It had happened before around
Halloween. Just then I heard a half-snorted whimper that echoed down the
hall and ended in my bedroom.
I lay there wondering about my strange phone call. Could it have been
a practical joke? Could someone have been in trouble and too scared to
speak? No, I was convinced it was just kids. It had happened before around
Halloween. Just then I heard a half-snorted whimper that echoed down the
hall and ended in my bedroom.
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"Buster, here Buster," I called. I could hear him trotting down the
hall. I lowered my hand over the edge of the bed and again he licked my
hand to let me know everything was all right. Somewhere in the darkness I
heard a faint noise that made me suspect a prowler. Fear raced up my spine
and the air in my lungs seemed to almost freeze. "Stay Buster," I said as I
creeped out of bed and down the hall. The clock on the mantle of my
fireplace struck twelve.
I first stopped at the guest bedroom. No one was there, but I took the
baseball bat that was in the closet and creeped on to the next room.
The bathroom was undisturbed. The cap was still off the toothpaste
and water dripped slowly into the sink. The soap remained in the center of
the tub and my towel was still on the floor. My next stop was the den.
I switched on the lamp which rested on the endtable near the couch. It
illuminated the room enough to let me know that no one was there. The old
clock on the mantle of my fireplace ticked louder than before. I had but
one room left. The dining room and kitchen joined to form one room.
My heart raced and beat louder than before. Nervous sweat dripped
off my face as I quietly sneaked down the hall. I knew that he was in this
room or he wasn't in the house.
As if a bolt of lightning had struck my nerves, I remembered the
strange phone call. What if this were the person who had called before?
Was he waiting for me? What lay in store for me when I turned on the light?
Sweat soaked my clothing. I gripped the bat tightly. Somehow, I knew
that danger lurked beyond the doorway. As I turned on the light, my heart-
beat seemed to drown all sense of perception.
Dangling from the light above the kitchen table was the corpse I once
called Buster. The rope around his neck turned him slowly to expose a cut
along the abdominal region of his body. His entrails lay on the table and
resembled a bloody entwinement. Blood dripped from the edge of the large
oak table.
The horrid sight gagged. I knew I was going to be sick. I ran to the
bathroom in time to heave my nightly snack into the toilet. I grabbed the
washcloth and wiped my tears and mouth.
Sadness and fear seemed to lump in my throat and stomach. We had
been such good friends for so long. Just then the phone rang.
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"Hello," I answered. The party on the other side of the line didn't say
a word. "Look, if you don't have anything to say, then don't call me." As
I was hanging up the receiver the person on the phone whispered something
that sounded like a soft murmur. "What?" I demanded. "Humans lick







blinks cobwebs away and
shifts and studies
the thrush




this material is VERY
IMPORTANT!" when I,
eighteen years later,
still remember that warm
afternoon when I stared
and listened to outside sights
and sounds and missed
what my teacher
was saying,
and even now, seeing
the new greens and
the soft glow of that
Spring sun and hearing the
murmur of that long ago
daydream afternoon again,
have my breath
taken away once more?
By Steve Ealy
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REFLECTION
The wine glass has spilled
The Heart has
Broken
The record plays again and then again.
The needle feels the hurt
that the ballad renders.
The forsaken lover triumphs in his misery.
Wondering why.
Wondering why not.
What could have been was not.
What should have been is
still
fantasized the way it always was.
Even the fantasy shall grow dim
The images of sand have washed away.
Reality exults as it always must.
Memories are buried with sorrowful dust
The clock still chimes,
The sun still rises,
the tears will dry.
Love will perhaps one day reflect.
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AMERICUS
Ever since, as an undergraduate, I had heard Clarence Jordan, speak, I
have wanted to visit Koinonia Farm. Nestled between Americus and Plains,
Koinonia Farm was founded by Jordan and his wife Florence in 1942 as a
biracial community of faith, and has survived both threatened and actual
violence from the Ku Klux Klan, economic boycotts led by the more respec-
table White Citizen's Council, and its abandonment by many of its original
supporters.
When I was finally able to visit the farm recently, eighteen years after I
had heard Jordan speak at Furman University, and sixteen years after his
death, I was curious about the emotional climate of the surrounding com-
munities: what did local people think now, and how did they treat Koinonia
and its residents? After a communal lunch, served in the farm's meeting
hall, Florence Jordan invited me to her house. An unseasonably warm Oc-
tober afternoon allowed us to sit on her screened porch and drink iced-tea,
spiced with mint, as we talked.
"Do they think that you're crazy, or dangerous, or do they accept
you?"
"No, they don't think we're crazy," she said. Looking out over an
already harvested field, off toward the low-cost housing built and sold to
local Blacks by Koinonia, she continued, "Many respect us now, at least for
our courage. But some of the people around here will never accept us.
After some of the things they did to us, they can't admit that they were
wrong." Clarence Jordan had told of some of the the things they did to
Koinonia when I heard him speak: bombings, sabotage of farm equip-
ment, rifle shots and crosses burning in the night, people fired from their
jobs for associating with Koinonia residents. Today, whether or not they
can admit that they were wrong, whether or not they respect Koinonia and
its people, local people deal with Koinonia, and they let it survive in peace.
Today Koinonia, appears to be thriving, with thirty or so full-time
residents who have committed their lives to the farm and its related opera-
tions, and volunteers who come for a few months at a time. A mail order
business in peanuts, pecans, and fruitcakes continues to grow and brings in
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enough money to support the basic necessities of the community's lifestyle.
The day I visited, the aroma of fruitcake filled the air.
As we talked, first about her husband, and then about the early days of
Koinonia, our conversation somehow drifted to South Africa. One Jordan
son had worked in South Africa for a number of years, had married there,
and only recently returned to the States, disheartened over the prospects for
peaceful reform. Florence Jordan told me of her trips to South Africa, and
of her friends there—Beyers Naude and others, some in exile, some in
prison, and some free only at the price of political inactivity. She spoke of
the growing pessimism she sensed. Some see no hope but in violence... As
she talked, images filled my mind—of soldiers firing tear gas and shotguns,
of personnel carriers rolling down empty streets, and of 'Trojan Horse
maneuvers' used to lure protestors close so that they would be easy targets
for hidden policemen.
The day I visited Koinonia was the day Benjamin Moloise was lynched
by the government of South Africa. In his introduction to his 'Cotton
Patch Version of Paul's Epistles,' Clarence Jordan explained his translation
of the word 'crucifixion:'
We have...emptied the term 'crucifixion' of its original
content of terrific emotion, of violence, of indignity and
stigma, of defeat. I have translated it as 'lynching,' well
aware that this is not technically correct. Jesus was of-
ficially tried and legally condemned, elements generally
lacking in a lynching. But having observed the operation
of Southern 'justice,' and at times having been its victim, I
can testify that more people have been lynches by 'judicial
action' than by unofficial ropes.
The day I visited Koinonia, unable to think of peace in South Africa, I
was equally unable to imagine smoke from burning crosses hanging like the
stench of death over the place where I sat, rather than the sweet smell of
fruitcake. As we sat talking in this now peaceful haven, the uncertainty,
danger and fears of Koinonia' s early years were difficult for me to grasp.
South Africa is not Sumter County, Georgia. The problems of the one
cannot be reduced to the problems of the other. The political and economic
context of 1942 rural Georgia and of contemporary South Africa are
radically different, but the fear, the hatred, the terror, and the Christian call
in both places are the same. The lesson of Koinonia is not simple, for it is
neither fatalism, nor private nonpolitical piety, nor violence in the name of
Christ. The message of Koinonia, needed especially when both official and
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unofficial violence is on the rise, is that Christians are called to allow the
grace of God to flow through themselves and their actions, to heal human
brokenness.
Many visitors have left Koinonia disappointed when "they discovered
that we were just people," Florence Jordan said. The lesson of Koinonia is
that "just people," acting in love, can rechannel the great currents of social
and political injustice. "Now these three things endure: faith, hope, and
love; but the greatest of all is love. Seek diligently for love," is how
Clarence Jordan translated I Corinthians 13:13-14:1. It is this love which
makes Christians the salt of the earth. If we lose our savor, how then can





















pain turns to numbness-
death of a dream...
Anonymous
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A.N.C.
People of the world, "Wake Up!
From your hallucinating dream.
"
And look around you,
For you're not blind
And listen to the chanting
Of the partisans:
"I'm the soldier of freedom,
In the army of men.
We are the chosen...
We are the partisans.
The cause, it is noble,
And the cause, it is just.
We are ready to pay with our lives...
If we must.
For our days are not numbered
And our souls you can't buy.
In Babylon, you are torturing Mama Africa,
But there she won't die."
Silence falls upon South Africa
With a feeling of black death.
Gutters overflow with people
Wanting Mandela to awake.
In Pretoria Apartheid is ending
The black smog fills the air.
For believers and achievers
The Revolution will go on and on and on.
From the factories, the white smoke
Brings about an evil smell.
Some of the partisans have been caught
And exterminated in a cell.
Their life is never ending
They ... live not.
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They are those who under pressure
Are killing you, From the inside-out.
They have nothing to receive but glory
On this and every day.
They have gone through life, cruelly
Beaten, starved, until their tears turned gray.
In the middle of the night
Scavengers begin to prowl.
Eating the dead, turning Red
Breaking up the concrete wall.
This night's the time for recollection
On this night Botha, pray.
For Ghandi and King were assasinated
But Mandela is alive... "Apartheid is no way.
To all the partisans,
May they live tomorrow
To see Freedom,
"God make this night Holy."
They brought so much hope
To so much sorrow
*silent night has no sunny day.
People of the world,"Wake Up!
From your hallucinating dream."
Please! Look around you
For you're not blind.
Please! Listen with your heart
To the chanting of the partisans:
"For all of us who seek freedom
She knocks on no one's door.
She is alone and she is chained
Behind steel curtains and concrete walls.
And below her are the graves
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Of all who died without a name.
And behind there is but sadness
And in front, your black-white face."
Dedicated to: Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela,
Leader of the Afican National Congress(A.N.C),
Who tried to put an end to Apartheid
In South Africa.
Address since 1963: Pollsmor Prison,
Near Capetown, Republis of South Africa.
By Marius Ruja
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
Bureaucrats tiptoe in on
Elephant feet.
They sit on the city,
Flatten it and order it
With their heavy haunches,
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KINK FAROUK
Farouk of Egypt was a kinky king.
He painted his toes, in his ears wore rings.
He dined on beluga, quail eggs and Moet,
Hibernated to Paris and turned into suet.
Bediamonded, moustachioed, corpulently regal,
In Mercedes he cruised, exotically purple.
When he wobbled abroad, his harem all giggled.
Then he died and left them with nothing to wiggle.
By Bob Strozier
Thefollowing essays were written in Dr. Roth 's 201 English class. The
assignment: to complete the novel, The Mystery of Edwin Drood by
Charles Dickens who died before the novel's completion.
AN ESSAY ON:
The Mystery of Edwin Drood
It was an exceptional day, and the sun had chased away the heavy,
thick fog. Rosa Bud awoke with a small, happy song going through her
mind. She was in love at long last and all was right with the world. No, not
quite. She did not have the right to be so happy when her friends had such
problems weighing them down.
"Poor Neville, poor Helena, and poor, poor Eddy," sighed Rosa.
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Something had to be done!
Mr. Crisparkle and Mr. Grewgious were having a conversation about
the mystery of Edwin Drood in the little corner office.
"Our man in Cloisterham has gathered as much information as possi-
ble to confirm our misgivings about our friend, Jasper," said Mr.
Grewgious. "But we are now in need of a catalyst to bring about the proper
reaction."
"Neville is waning under the heavy clouds of doubt that follow him.
He is quite willing to help us in our plan," replied Mr. Crisparkle. "Is
everything ready?"
"Yes, Mr. Datchery, alias Mr. Bazzard, being the playwright he is, has
written a final scene that is worthy of the best of them," answered Mr.
Grewgious. "Only think how long this game might have gone on if Mr.
Datchery had not got Deputy to reveal the ring, but I suppose the informa-
tion from Durdles and the Princess Puffer helped put him on the right
track. It seems almost impossible that Jasper did not see the ring drop as he
and Edwin struggled near the lime-pit after the visit to the tombs that
night."
Deputy being there was a blessing in disguise. Although he could not
help Edwin, finding the ring did just that. He is terribly afraid of Jasper.
He said Jasper tried to choke him once," replied Mr. Crisparkle.
"Rightly so!" answered Mr. Grewgious. "The train will be leaving
shortly, so we must hurry."
The China Shepherdess had left for a visit to her sister's home in Lon-
don. The Crisparkle house was dark when the four men arrived there. As
night fell, a mist of rain began to fall, and the wind chilled the air. The four
were met by two more men, and they paired themselves into sets of two,
leaving until only two remained.
The door of the crypt gave way as the key turned into the lock and the
two men stole quietly down into the tomb. Neville, dressed in the disguise
stood still as Mr. Crisparkle powdered him white.
The two remaining at the house settled down for the wait. Durdles
pulled out his ever-present bundle and started munching a piece of bread
and cheese. Mr. Grewgious cleared his throat and looked around for the
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wine decanter.
"Yes, there it is," said Mr. Grewgious. "Would you care for some
wine, Durdles?"
"I don't mind if I do," replied Durdles. "Just a spot, mind you. Be-
ing the minor canon's house, don't want to be disrespectful."
The two settled by the warm fire, and each drifted into his own
thoughts.
Jasper was the last one out of the cathedral after choir practice. He
pulled his coat close to his chest. It seemed colder than usual, but it
wouldn't matter soon. Jasper took a brief glance around and swiftly began
his nightly walk to the crypts. One would think it was grief that led him on
this morbid ritual, but the two that followed him knew better. As Jasper
turned the key in the door, the light mist began to change into heavy sheets
of rain, and he quickly closed the crypt door behind him. The musty smell
hung in the air, and the light from the lantern hardly penetrated the thick,
pea-soup fog. He was impatient to reach the chamber; the pipe and its
sweetness awaited him. At the door, he chuckled to himself at the separate
chamber with its own door, an indication of Mr. Sapsea's self-importance.
One could expect no less from the final resting place of the worldly mayor
of Cloisterham. He pulled the door open and stopped at the spectacle that
was before him. There was an eerie light in the room and in the middle of
the tomb stood Edwin.
"No, it can't be! You are dead, in the lime-pit, that night..." Stunn-
ed, Jasper put his face into his hands as if to wipe away the sight of Edwin,
who only stood there. A glazed look came over Jasper's face and he babbl-
ed as if replaying the events of that fateful Christmas Eve night.
"I called to you after you left Neville... we went to the tomb... I told
you of Durdles' remarkable find. We waited, but he did not show because
he did not know. I knew. Ha ha ha! I knew! As we retraced the steps, I
stepped behind you and slid the scarf off my neck. When we reached the
lime-pit, I thought to play the Thuggee (I read about them once, very
methodical murderers) and strangle you, but the lime-pit was there,
quicker... a slight cry and a small struggle, then it was all over—the cry only
enhanced Durdles' ghost stories."
Mr. Crisparkle stepped out of the fog to grab Jasper, but he had
already started running up the stairs and out the door. Neville pulled off
the disguise, and followed, but Jasper ran like a man demented. Outside
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the graveyard awaited Mr. Datchery and Mr. Tartar. Jasper caught them
off guard with a blood-curling scream and rapidly ran past them. Onward
to the light house he ran. Up, up, up the circular stairs, into the lantern
room, and out the door Jasper went. His breath was ragged and his mind as
foggy as the night.
"A trick, it's a trick!"
He turned to face the beach, and vaguely he thought he saw the figure
of a woman.
"Rosa, Rosa, my darling, I'm coming."
Mr. Tartar reached for Jasper, but Jasper fought him wildly and climb-
ed out on the rail. In a maze of brilliant colors, lured on by dancing girls
with huge feathers, Jasper leaped to his death.
Time clouds the memories and dulls the pain. Several months have
passed since Jasper died. A bright day has dawned in Cloisterham. The
bells of the cathedral peal a joyful sound as the bride and groom run out the
door to the awaiting carriage. Showers of rice lightly rain down on the
handsome couple as Mr. Tartar leans down and gently kisses his radiant
bride, Rosa. Miss Twinkleton sniffs a noisy farewell to Rosa. Mr.
Crisparkle smiles and turns to the twins.
"I wish you well, Neville and Helena. I cannot quite believe your good
fortune. Your father was actually of royal Oriental blood, and you never
knew. Is your grandfather's ambassador leaving immediately?"
With a wishful glance towards Rosa, Neville replies, "Yes, I am afraid
so." He turns to Mr. Crisparkle, "How can we ever repay your great kind-
ness and gentle guidance?"
"Not at all, my son. You have proved your worth beyond all doubts.
Take care and write to me," says Mr. Crisparkle.
Brother and sister walk to the royal carriage and turn to bid a final
farewell. As the sun sets on the sleepy, little, tranquil cathedral town, Mr.
Crisparkle walks slowly to his house whistling a happy tune.
Sandra Crapse
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TO TRAP A RAT
After dark Jasper departed for Durdle's place. He hurried as best he
could to get there, making sure no one, especially the tiny Deputy, saw him
along the way.
"Ho, hum Mr. Jarsper, what brings you here?" Durdles, half as ston-
ed as his artistic works, was standing by the gate firmly holding his dinner
bundle in his hands.
"Durdles, my good man, are you going somewhere or retiring for the
evening?" Jasper asked, avoiding Durdle's question.
"No sir, Mr. Jarsper, I tain't headin' no whar's. De nights got'ta
strange air about it and I's gonna stay inside. You'd better stay's inside too,
Mr. Jarsper."
Jasper, noticing Durdles' present state, helped the stone-mason inside
his home. Once it was apparent Durdles was fast asleep, Jasper took the
keys and headed towards the crypt.
As he stepped outside a huge stone came crashing down before his eyes.
Knowing what lie in front of him, Jasper waited for the next artillery shot
to be fired before proceeding. The small, toothless urchin did not throw
another stone, however. Instead Deputy backed away, reaching a safe






I's a seen what'cha did, Mr. Jasper, I's a seen it!"
Deputy ran as swiftly as a jackrabbit and disappeared into the night.
Jasper, not paying any attention to the monstrous child, proceeded
once again towards the crypt. As he was about to enter the tomb, he heard
a familiar man's voice. He looked around to see who was there and noticed
a figure, a man's figure, walking around Durdle's house. Thinking it must
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be Durdles searching for his missing keys, Jasper quickly went inside and
shut the door behind him.
II
Mr. Tartar had visited many different lands before his seafaring days
had ended. He knew from experience the various customs and rituals each
one employed yet none were as distinctive as the Thuggee ritual of India.
Mr. Grewgious and Mr. Tartar departed for Cloisterham. They did
not tell anyone of their destination or when they would return. Rosa was
suspicious. Mr. Grewgious' sudden departure was unusual, but there was
nothing for her to do except wait. That she did.
Grewgious and Tartar arrived at Mr. Crisparkle's promptly at 11:00
p.m.
"Has Jasper left the place yet?" inquired Mr. Tartar.
The three men quickly left the Minor Canon's and headed towards the
Nun's house. They suspected Jasper might try to find Rosa and naturally
would inquire at the House. As they were walking briskly towards the
school, Mr. Datchery stopped them.
"Gentlemen, where are you going in such a rush?"
"We are searching for Mr. Jasper. Have you seen him anywhere?"
Grewgious asked as if he knew all along Jasper's hiding place.
"Yes, I have," Datchery replied. "I saw him walking towards
Durdle's house earlier this evening."
"That's it!" exclaimed Tartar. "The crypt. He's got to be using the
crypt."
As swift as lightning the four men ran to Durdle's house. Once they
had arrived, Tartar and Datchery headed for the tomb while the other two
men stayed behind. Upon reaching the crypt, they found the door partly
open and proceeded to go inside.
Ill
Jasper was sitting on the cold, concrete floor making small circular
gestures with his hands and mumbling a strange, distinctively foreign chant.
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He appeared to be unaware of the men's existence. Slowly Jasper appeared
to be coming out of his trance. Mr. Tartar, aware of the ritual's effects on
its followers, motioned for Mr. Datchery to stay back. Tartar cautiously
approached Jasper. The ex-navy man seized him by the hair, shaking him
as one would a dusty linen towel. Jasper, coming to his senses, now realized
he was not alone.
"How did you find me?" Jasper asked somewhat shocked. Then,
looking into the musty darkness, Jasper suddenly lost his senses and began
screaming Edwin's name. "I hate you!! I hate you!! You have no right
coming back to me. I'll kill you again if I must."
It was at this instant Mr. Grewgious and the Minor Canon charged into
the tomb and seized Jasper. Still cursing Edwin, and vowing revenge
against the four men, John Jasper was carried away—never to be seen in
Cloisterham again.
IV
Life was blooming again for Rosa. She remained in London knowing
she could never return to Cloisterham, or the Nun's House again. Her lov-
ed ones were here, in London, and she was going to remain here with them.
Miss Twinkleton had gone back to the Nun's House after a duel with
the Billickin. Miss Twinkleton, being the instructor that she is, tried to train
the noticeably untutored landlady. The "Ruler of the House" instructed
Miss Twinkleton what to do with her "Anglish."
The twins decided to live in London too since Rosa was so dear to the
two of them. Neville, now proven innocent, still affectionately admired the
little flower from afar. He did not, after much consideration, feel it fitting
to court her due to Rosa's bonded friendship with Helena.
Tartar, knowing he could never love anyone as much or more than he
presently loved Rosa, proposed to her on a beautiful, golden Sunday. The
two were united in marriage exactly two weeks later.
Mr. Grewgious and Bazzard sat sipping hot tea by the fire. They both
knew there was still an element missing in the mystery of the murder of Ed-
win Drood— the ring. Where it was no one knew. Not even Jasper; they
asked him on the way to the asylum. He said he did not know the ring's
whereabouts.
Somewhere in the deep, murky sea lies a rose; a flower not belonging in
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this wasteland. For like its possessor, the jewel will never be seen again.




Oh, where are you,
Thoughts and hopes of things
That would be?
A child's admirations change as the
Tides of the sea.
What is seen now in that dusty mirror of
yesterday.
Where has the child gone,
That looked to the pages of tomorrow
Rather than in his books of the day?
Cities and armies of a unique world are
Lost and forgotten;
Only a few relics remain in the mind of their
god.
No searchers can find the civilizations
That were not.
Where has the olympian gone?
Is he with the justice and
The driver of speed?
Why does the singer no longer perform his
Concerts before the eager crowds?
Why have the gladiators put away their
Armor and spears?
The child has new worlds
now.




He cannot control, nor can
He raise a soldier from the dead.
His castles on the beach have long since
washed away.
The wars now have
Real hurts,
And the child has cried when
Blood has been made to bleed.
Allies of the changing times have gone
Their ways; they can no longer
Come out to play.
The child cannot go back to what was,
But must go
Toward,
To what will be.
Faces are seen,
But names not recalled.
They were someone
In a time passed by.
Time dares not stop for those who





What becomes of passion unused?
Does it lose its fire, and burn to an ash?
Or does it sleep throughout a lifetime of nights
Untouched, unkissed, unspoken...
Is a passion unused, indeed passion at all?
Or is it a tear
That threatens to expose one's emptiness, so as to
Beg for one less night alone?
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CAN YOU KEEP IT?
For four years now you've held a love for him.
The polished smile and make-up wear so thin.
Questions all abound; what do you really feel?
Your thoughts are sound; is he just what you need?
Can you keep it?
Your fairy tale began upon the sand:
A little spark caught on and burned your hand.
Paperback romance— it led to other things
—
You tried to dance to tunes you could not sing.
The two of you assumed just one address:
More time, less room, more touch, less talk—love less.
But you did not mind, you figured, "A couple of days."
Your singer choked and left you out of phrase.
Can you keep it?
And now the time has come to make up your mind:
Will you begin to see or will you stay blind?
You tell him that you won't put up with the strain,
So you get out before you take the blame.
Can you keep it?
Peter H. Clonts
SUN AND RAIN
Farewell time that has passed.
Paths have been trodden,
Rivers have flowed,
A mother has screamed with the
painful joy of birth.
Mourners have cried for themselves
as they have buried the young and old.
The clock strikes twelve to the time that is,
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that is now the time that was.
Resolutions promised
many forgot.
A new time commences.
What joys and tears will now be brought?
The sun shall shine as the rains shall fall.
The Earth spins on its axis.
It will stop.
The seasons will come
Thoughts will be gained
New life is promised but only with the
sun and rain.
By Jeffery Smith
TO HER KILLJOY PROFESSOR
Had I but world enough, and time
This essay, Sir, would be no crime
I would sit down and think which way
To write, and pass this class okay.
And by the English's Channel's side
Shoulds't insights find, I by the tide
Of slumber would abstain. I would
Instead of ink, use drops of blood.
And you should, if you please, confuse
'Til in this course I've paid my dues.
My essay collection should grow
From the quagmire, sans undue sorrow.
An hundred years should go to raze
My professor, with this metaphrase.
Two hundred to attempt such jest
And thirty thousand to each test.
In hopes one day you will impart
That yes, you really have a heart.
For once your essays would abate
Give me time, you've made me celibate.
But at my desk I always fear
Bedtime's a thing of yesteryear
I should be eating humble pie
But somehow I'm not afraid to die.
This pundit, then, shan't be around
For professors to perplex, confound;
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No sad farewell, for at last I
Would be free of such futility.
And my best theses turn to dust
My favorite pen resign to rust.
The grave's a blank and writless place
Once there, no more must I erase.
Now therefore while this deadly view
Rests on my quill, I'll bid adieu
And while thy raging soul transpires
By now, I'm sure, with unchecked ires,
Please let me flee now while I may
Quick, to a church, I need to pray.
I may not live beyond this hour,
Your wrath, I care not to feel its power.
Let me roll this rhetoric, and all
My Cliff notes up into one ball.
Such prose as this needn't be so rife
Especially if it costs one's life.
In this match of wits, I may have won
But now, you'll make me wish I'd none.
By S. A. Hooks
STRUGGLE
To look within ourselves where answers lie,
flung far beneath the realm of easy grasp
made stronger by the wish to let them die
yet knowing life requires such dreadful tasks-
A searing pain, she feels it as before.
It grips the thought and holds it like a vise.
It lurches up then plunges down for more,
and rising brings again the unchecked cries.
She called it forth, this monster from her soul,
the choice was hers: to battle or to run.
Oh, what a price to pay for being bold!
(She chides herself for thinking she had won).
But somewhere in the calling forth, foretold
a journey started-healing had begun.




It is Christmas night. The presents have been unwrapped and exclaim-
ed over, the parties are finished, and the excitement that has been building
over the past few weeks has at last climaxed and is beginning to die down.
And I am left alone, as so often in the past, stranded here on a solitary pro-
montory amidst a sea of memories.
I was a sensitive child - perhaps more so in memory than in fact, but
sensitive nevertheless. But rather than being an asset to me, this sensitivity
which seems so admirable a trait in retrospect was in reality a great burden
on me. All too often, my young mind was filled with confusion as I, an un-
willing spectator, was drawn into the midst of human dramas far beyond
either my understanding or my interest. One of these unsought and painful
involvements came to me in the fall of my thirteenth year, the year that
marked a split from childhood deep and traumatic as an earthquake's fault.
The school year began in the usual way for a shy, overweight boy of
thirteen. As was customary, the first day of school was spent in renewing
old friendships and making new ones; for some of us, however, it meant en-
during a day of humiliating loneliness. I was relieved when the sixth and
last period of the day finally arrived. For one thing, this meant that soon I
could return home, to my room and my books. But also, I was excited
about the class I had signed up for sixth hour - I was taking Physical
Science and, because I was interested in chemistry and in performing
"scientific experiments," I planned to enjoy myself, in spite of the fact that
I was at school. As I made my way to Room 114, my spirits lifted for the
first time that day.
I stepped into the classroom and, without looking up, made my way to
the desk in the back corner next to the window. This was my customary seat
-- in it I felt as unobtrusive as a 5'4", 175 lb. teenager can feel. It made me
less nervous to be far away from the teacher and out of the line of vision of
the other students, who seemed to me to be tall and slim and beautiful and
always eager to laugh at a misfit.
I placed my books beneath the desk and then took the opportunity to
quietly scan my surroundings to see who had taken the seats near me. To
my delight, I found that the nearest person to me was three desks away, in
front. No one else had taken a seat on the back row; it was a small class. So
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I felt almost alone, especially if I turned sideways in my desk to look out the
window at the sky. I was pleased; things were going well so far.
Examining the room, I saw that it was like public school classrooms
must be all over the world - a little run down, with a rusty, clanking
radiator running the length of one of the plain block walls, which were
painted with olive-drab army-surplus paint. Curtainless windows emitted
colorless sunlight that failed to fully illuminate the shadowy corners in
which the ghosts of dunces sat and waited. In addition, this room contained
paraphenalia peculiar to science classrooms: black counters along one wall,
with narrow, deep sinks every few feet, and glass cabinets above filled with
an odd assortment of scientific-looking equipment. There was also a large
walk-in closet in the back, not far from where I sat, probably for the storage
of even more equipment.
Some time passed, and the classroom became nearly full of laughing
students, none of whom were bold enough to sit near me. Then the bell
rang signalling the beginning of class; the noise level dropped considerably,
but remained at a steady hum. Several more minutes passed, in which there
was no sign of a teacher. I began to grow restless, and turned in my desk to
look out of the grimy window beside me. Just then, my attention was
focused on the slowly opening door of the closet near me. As it gradually
creaked open, every eye in the room came to be trained on it in delicious
half-frightened anticipation. Finally it swung open enough for us to see
what was apparently our teacher standing in the dim doorway. To say that I
was shocked would be an understatement; my heart sank at the sight of
him.
With his wild, thinning hair, huge bobbing Adam's-apple, black horn-
rimmed spectacles with one leg held in place with electrical tape, and his
stick-like body, he was a living caricature of a mad scientist. He was dress-
ed all in black: baggy black trousers, a black turtleneck sweater (in spite of
the ninety-plus temperature outside) from which his scrawny neck protrud-
ed obscenely, and a shapeless black jacket, shiny with age and grease. He
trembled slightly as he surveyed the class, causing an unbelievably long
finger of ash to fall from the cigarette which hung loosely from his long,
thin hand.
Of course, my fellow students could not restrain themselves from a
purely justifiable giggle or two. I was torn between pity, loathing, and
gratitude that there existed in the world a creature even more ridiculous
than myself. I think it was at that very moment that my life became inex-
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tricably tangled in the spell of that strange little man.
With droll dignity, he held up a thin hand for silence. Reluctantly, the
classroom quieted, and with what I soon came to recognize as a
characteristic gesture, our teacher introduced himself.
Placing one foot atop the radiator and running a hand through the thin
strands of hair on top of his head, he said in a strained, reedy voice: "I am
Professor Conrad. You may call me the Doctor."
Another titter ran through the classroom at his austere delivery of such
apparently serious information, rendering it ridiculous. But a look of stern
disapproval quickly laid the merrymaking to rest.
I am sure that you find me extremely comical; nevertheless, I will ex-
pect a modicum of courtesy and respect be extended me, in the form of at-
tention to my speech and obedience to my classroom rules. All I ask of you
is that you appear in class with reasonable regularity, and that you keep
relatively quiet so that I can rest. In return for your cooperation in these
matters, I will allow you virtually free reign; there will be no homework
assignments, and only such tests and seatwork as are necessary to maintain
the illusion of a studious environment. I trust that this arrangement will be
agreeable to all concerned?" He cast a doleful eye around the classroom,
studying each face in turn. As he received no reply other than a general
nodding of heads and murmur of surprised assent, he slowly strode to the
desk placed at an angle in one corner of the room, took his seat, and balanc-
ed his chin upon his interlaced fingers. As he passed close by my desk, I
caught an unpleasant whiff of him, the sour smell of unwashed age mingled
with the sharper odors of tobacco and gin.
For a long time, no one said a word. The other kids just sat looking at
one another stupidly. But gradually, teenage nature prevailed, and a
steady, almost unnoticeable hum of speech began to rise from the groups of
three or four clustered about the classroom. I, of course, sat alone, mutely
puzzling over this strange new thing which had entered my life and impa-
tiently awaiting the end of the hour. Finally, the bell rang its signal for the
end of school, and the students all charged from their seats and out the
door. I was the last one out. The Doctor's bleared voice stopped me at the
door.
" Please close the door on your way out, young man," he said wearily.
I complied, then gratefully took my leave and rushed to the schoolbus, feel-
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ing happier and lighter than I had all day in spite of my encounter with the
Doctor.
Thus began my relationship with the Doctor; an unusual beginning for
an unusual story. (Or perhaps it only seems strange in retrospect.) I must
confess that, although I was as glad as any other student in that class to be
exempt from the usual tiresome burden of work associated with school, I
was a little disappointed to find that he really intended to teach us nothing
at all about chemistry. He simply sat at his desk each day for an hour, after
making his usual appearance from within the storage closet, and
disinterestedly watched us perform the rites and rituals of puberty. Most of
the students ignored the freedom he sarcastically gave us to use the school
equipment for our own experiments, but I braved a bitter ridicule by enter-
taining myself with experiments from my science textbook.
I think it was my insistence not to be what he expected me to be that
first drew the Doctor's attention to me. After a few weeks of maintaining
his stony and morose silence while watching me, he began to greet me each
day, first calling me only "young man," later asking my name and making
an effort to use it. This in itself was a peculiar honor, since he seldom if
ever addressed anyone by name.
He began gradually to change his habitual attitude toward me, spen-
ding time assisting me with experiments and giving me private lectures in my
out-of-the-way corner of the classroom. "Peter, look at this," he would
say, holding up a beaker of pale greenish liquid. "Do you realize that if you
evaporated this solution, you'd have a residue of copper ore?" he'd ask,
with the nearest thing to enthusiasm I ever saw lighting his eyes. For the
most part, the others left us alone, although occasionally some of the more
studious (or curious) would surreptiously watch us from a distance. But
generally, the Doctor and I were alone, drawn together ostensibly by our
similar interest in chemistry, but really by our almost identically low esteem
in the eyes of others.
In this time I spent with him, I grew even more aware of the eccen-
tricities of the Doctor. I considered his private tutelage a mixed blessing; I
was glad to learn from him and flattered by the attention, but somewhat
embarrassed to be chosen as his friend. I began to draw even more jeers
from my fellow-students, as if my association with this known weirdo only
confirmed my own eccentricities. Still, I rather liked the Doctor in spite of
(or because of) his idiosyncrasies and the troubles they caused me. There
were many mysteries about him that troubled me; I could see good qualities
in the man even though these were almost obscured by his numerous faults.
For one thing, he obviously had a serious drinking problem; he frequently
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staggered to class. Then, too, his classroom habits were, to say the least,
unusual. It struck me as odd that I had never heard anything about Dr.
Conrad before. Even my own brother had taken his class, and had sug-
gested that I take it also, without once revealing what I could expect. Cer-
tainly the school administration was unaware of how he ran his classroom;
otherwise, I am sure they would have put a stop to it. There seemed to be a
carefully guarded secret, kept by a network of student spies who warned the
Doctor if the principal or any of his minions were in the area. Upon receiv-
ing such a warning, the Doctor would swiftly remove a stack of dummy
worksheets from his drawer, pass them around, and instruct us to look
busy. The principal would come in, scrutinize us all narrowly, then speak a
few words to the Doctor about an upcoming faculty meeting or some other
school business. Then he would leave, the Doctor would take up the
papers, and it would be back to business as usual.
The principal, of course, was not without suspicion concerning the
Doctor. But he could never seem to catch him doing anything irregular. At
any rate, the school was proud to have such an obviously well-educated and
erudite individual on the staff— it is not often that rural junior high schools
are able to hire Ph.D.'s at such a low salary. But Dr. Conrad seemed to
have little need of material wealth. Most of his money apparently went into
purchasing the little bottles he kept stored behind the chemicals in the glass
cabinet above his desk.
Eccentricity breeds rumor, and so rumors abounded among the
students and other faculty members. Many a lunch period was spent in the
cafeteria discussing his many possible antecedents over cartons of chocolate
milk. Some speculated that he was a famous nuclear physicist on the run
from the CIA because he "knew too much." Others went so far as to say he
had sold his secrets to the Russians and was thus a traitor to our flag. There
is no way to tell how much of these stories was based on fact, but certainly
he behaved as if he had some secret, although probably of a much more
mundane nature. Most of the rumors circulated were more obvious, center-
ing on his drinking and his disregard for conventional dress and behavior.
All these things contributed to my conception of him as bizarre and
somehow very special, and increased my equal compulsions of affection
and anxiety toward him.
As my affection for the Doctor increased to eclipse my distaste, my ac-
ceptance of him grew. I came to see him as the deeply troubled individual
he was, rather than as a mere comic curiousity. It may seem strange that at
thirteen I was able to recognize so deep and adult an emotion as despair, but
even at that young age I was well acquainted with its many faces. And his
drinking, a source of amusement for the other students, touched me par-
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ticularly, as it was no stranger to me. My own father was an alcoholic, tem-
porarily dry at the time, and so the Doctor's symptoms and behavior were
almost as familiar to me as my father's.
So my sense of kinship with the Doctor was intensified as the weeks
wore on. Still, to all appearances, our relationship was nothing more than
that of teacher and student. At the time, I felt no real bonds with him other
than human sympathy and a child-like, and therefore passing, affection. It
is only in looking at my life since that I realize the profound influence, for
good or ill, that he has had in my life. But this influence is related to later
events, and must be explained more fully.
Being in almost daily contact with the Doctor, it was impossible for me
to ignore his steady deterioration. In September, he had been a slightly
seedy drinker; by November, he had become, to my eyes, a disgusting
drunk. His slightly unkempt appearance had grown gradually wor , until
finally he was so dirty and smelly that he could not fail to attract attention.
His drinking at school grew more frequent, open, and heavy, and very often
he would not appear in class at all.
It was on one such day, when the Doctor failed to show up for class,
that I made an interesting discovery in the storage closet. I was searching
for a bottle of zinc chips that I knew was kept in the room, and decided to
risk looking in the storage closet even though I knew it had been declared
off-limits. Pushing open the heavy fire-proof door, I entered the dim, dusty
room and groped about for the wall-switch opposite the door. Upon fin-
ding it, I flicked on the light to reveal, to my surprise, that the storeroom
was set up as a living quarters of sorts. Next to the sink was a razor, a
toothbrush in a glass, and a hairbrush. Shapeless black clothes slumped on
a straight-backed chair. And upon a cot pushed against the far wall, the
Doctor lay in the deep, stuporous sleep of drunkenness. I was overwhelmed
by repulsion and anger; I turned and fled the room, managing to maintain
enough presence of mind to close the door firmly behind me. I looked fear-
fully around me to see if the other students had noticed my hasty retreat
from the storage closet, and was gratified to see that, as usual, they had
paid no attention to me.
I took my seat, dazed and astonished, and began to ponder what I had
seen. Eventually I came to the uneasy conclusion that the Doctor was either
living in that closet, or had set up a sort of "lounge" for himself. Judging
from the appearance of the room, the former seemed the more likely case.
Instinct directed me to continue on the same terms as before with the Doc-
tor, and to mention what I had seen neither to him nor to anyone else. Un-
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comfortable with this resolve, but determined to carry it out, I strove to put
the entire episode out of my mind.
In the next few weeks, an even swifter decay seemed evident in the Doc-
tor. His demeanor changed rapidly from a reticent friendliness to an almost
hostile sharpness. Although I regretted the loss of our former closeness, I
recognized from subtle signals that his behavior was no reflection of a per-
sonal dislike; he was merely suffering from the effects of his more prolong-
ed spells of drunkenness and depression. I, a mere child, was totally une-
quipped to deal with the trauma I could see my friend was going through; in
all honesty, I was not really very concerned about him. At thirteen, there
are many things more important to us than the health and happiness of
science teachers.
Nevertheless, my daily contacts with him, as they grew uglier and more
trying, I came to regard as my duty, something I was compelled to get
through as a matter of principle. Undoubtedly, there was some deep-seated
transference of affection and responsibility from my alcoholic father to this
frail and sickly old man that forced me into a position of such devotion, so
natural to me as to go almost completely unnoticed.
The next few weeks were an extended countdown to the Christmas holi-
day. Like all kids, I looked forward to the time away from school, and
eagerly anticipated the gifts I would receive, taking for granted the ef-
fortless joy of the season. As the final day of classes neared, I found myself
drifting further and further away from the Doctor, who seemed to be sink-
ing to some final depth of seediness and morbidity. His previous attitude of
trust and companionship toward me had now been wholly replaced by the
suspicious hostility of the paranoid drunk. I was hurt, but the general good
feeling of the holiday season served to lessen the wound considerably, and
on the last day of class I approached his desk to wish him a happy
Christmas.
"Yes, Peter, what do you want this time?" he snapped at me, glaring
from red, watery eyes at my suddenly cold and sweaty form.
"I... I just wanted to say Merry Christmas, and goodbye 'til next
year," I replied shakily, embarrased.
"Yes, well, that's all very nice, but I haven't time for any of that sen-
timental clap-trap." He sprang with unexpected energy from his chair and
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strode across the empty classroom to his closet, but not before I saw the
look of remorse on his haggard face.
*******
Christmas was cool and bright and full of the standard cheer and good
will. I enjoyed my best Christmas in years, with my father sober and my
mother more relaxed than I ever remembered seeing her. But the holiday
was not without troubling thoughts of the Doctor.
As was traditional in my family, my brother and I each received one
large, expensive gift and a few little things on the side. My brother got a
stereo and some albums; I got a terrific chemistry set, complete with a
microscope.
I was thrilled with my gift, of course, but my happiness was marred by
thoughts of the Doctor. I was sorry that our parting had been so bitter, and
wondered uneasily how he was spending his Christmas. An ugly vision of
his squalid closet dwelling filled my mind. Preoccupied with my imagin-
ings, I was unable to fully enjoy my delicious Christmas dinner, until I came
to a resolution. I decided to pack a basket of food and take it to the Doctor
at school.
With my new resolve firmly in mind, I finished my dinner with renewed
appetite, then excused myself. Impatiently, I waited for the rest of the
family to clear out of the kitchen, then rushed in to select a few things for
the Doctor.
First of all, I filled a jar with some of Mom's delicious turkey dressing
and packed some sliced turkey in a plastic bag. Then, I filled another jar
with green beans, grown in our garden the previous summer and lovingly
preserved. I cut a thick slab of fruit cake (sent to us by my great-aunt
Sarah) and a wedge of pumpkin pie (which I didn't like in the first place).
Finally, I poured the rest of the egg-nog into my thermos bottle. All these
things I carefully packed in my green canvas knapsack, along with two
paper plates, cups, and plastic dinnerware. I hesitated a moment, then add-
ed the bottle of brandy given to us by an unknowing neighbor—Mom had
wanted to throw it away, so I didn't think she'd miss it.
When everything was packed and ready, I ran upstairs to tell my
brother where I was going. Without revealing the Doctor's secret, I simply
explained that I was going to ride over to the school on my bike and meet
some friends to discuss our Christmases together. If he found anything
unusual in my story, he didn't let on, but only nodded in time to the music
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blaring out of his new stereo. As I left, I heard my father yell out at him:
"Turn that blasted thing down a little, can't you, Davey?" I felt safe as I
mounted my bike, my knapsack bulging with goodies and my new chemistry
set snuggly tucked into the wire basket over the back wheel.
As I slowly pedaled my bike toward school, I found myself anxious to
see the Doctor, but half-fearful of his reaction. Then I began to speculate
that he wouldn't even be there. Surely the man had a family of his own, I
thought to myself. I realized then that I very much wanted to see him that
night, and to show him my new prized possession. I knew he'd be pleased.
I recognize now that I was then full to the bursting point of misplaced
pride in my own good samaritanism. I know it was selfish of me to think
that way, but I couldn't help wanting to be the Doctor's sole friend and
comforter in his misery.
As I drew nearer the school, my heart grew lighter and I began to pedal
faster, humming snatches of Christmas carols under my breath. In every
house along the street, brightly colored lights winked in the windows.
Although there was no snow, the air was crisply, cleanly cold, and in the
night sky the stars displayed their own pale, twinkling decorations.
At last I arrived at school. It looked odd in the moonlight; black
shadows lurked beside every ordinary thing, investing the usually com-
monplace scene with unnatural terrors. I had never seen the school so ab-
solutely devoid of life before. As I crept along the silent, ghostly corridors,
I felt the unreasoning cold hand of fear gripping mine, urging me to turn
back; I almost did. But something persuaded me to go on even though my
heart was pounding, and finally I arrived at the door of Room 114.
A sudden wild thought came to me as if a certainty: the door would be
locked. I hastily gripped the icy metal doorknob, turned it, and pushed. I
was surprised when it opened easily. I stumbled inside the eerily-lit
classroom and started for the wall-switch. Just before switching on the
lights, I realized that they would be seen, and I might possibly be discovered
prowling around the school on Christmas night. So, fearful of having to ex-
plain my actions (even to myself), I crept along in semi-darkness toward the
closet door, listening eagerly for any sounds from within. When I reached
the door, I stood a moment with a hand on the knob, wondering if even
now I shouldn't just turn around and go back home. I looked at the
luminous dial of my Timex: 8:05. Shaking off my nerves, I turned the
doorknob hard and pushed against the heavy door with my shoulder. This
time, it was locked. Impatient, unwilling to knock but having come too far
to turn back, I rattled the knob softly, trying in vain to get the door to open.
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Then, suddenly feeling the weight of my picnic-Christmas dinner on my
back, I did knock, and loudly.
Excitement gripped me; there I was, standing in the middle of the
deserted school on Christmas night, knocking like a fiend on the door of my
mad-scientist teacher. Growing even more eager and anxious, I began to
call his name: "Doctor! Doctor Conrad, it's me, Peter. Please let me in!"
Finally, I heard the lock click on the inside of the door. Then the heavy
metal door began to swing open, incredibly slowly, to reveal the spectral im-
age of the Doctor, looking half-wild with drin* and loneliness, I fancied.
Clutching my new chemistry set against my jacket with one arm and
holding out the heavy canvas knapsack with the other, I grinned hugely and
blurted, "Merry Christmas!"
I stood facing him expectantly. After a long silence, during which my
grin seemed to crack and fall from my face, he finally spoke. "O, for
Christ's sake, what the hell are you doing here?" he cried out, running a
bony hand through his disheveled hair. "Am I never to be rid of you? God!
It's like some kind of nightmare; everywhere I turn, I see these damned
weirdo kids hanging onto me like parasites! What is it you want from me,
anyway? What is it you want me to do?" Not waiting for an answer, he
began again. "I'm not what you think I am, kid. Why don't you just get
the hell out of here and leave me alone, you damned little twerp. Go on, get
out!" And reaching out his long, thin arms, he gave me a rough shove, sen-
ding me crashing backwards, the full knapsack and precious chemistry set
following.
Stunned and striken, I sat on the floor for a long moment, looking up
at him through my tears. Seeing no remorse, but only a cruel, hard, scowl-
ing stare, I got shakily to my feet and gathered up my scattered belongings,
biting back the sobs that threatened to break from m^ mouth. Picking up
the chemistry set box, I heard the unmistakable clank of broken glass and,
unable to hold it back any longer, I let out a short but expressive wail of
grief and hurt. The Doctor made a disgusted grunting noise, then retreated
into his room, slamming the heavy door behind him decisively.
I was not physically hurt, but I found it very difficult to get home that
night. When I finally got back, it was after ten o'clock, and my mom and
dad were furious. Apparently my undependable brother had failed to tell
them where I was going, because they had been worried when they found I
wasn't at home. Seeing the crushed box under my arm and the gravy-
soaked knapsack on my back, they were even more furious, demanding to
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know where I'd been, what had happened. Of course, I lied. I couldn't
even admit to myself that my beloved Doctor Conrad had so humiliated me,
smashing my new chemistry set in the process. So, I told them that I'd been
taking my present and some dinner leftovers to meet some friends, and that
on the way home I'd had a spill on my bike. They were still plenty mad that
the expensive gift had been ruined, and when they found the bottle of bran-
dy, remarkably still intact, inside my knapsack, I received the only serious
spanking of my life. But I hardly even felt it; my mind was on other things.
As I sat in my room some time later, trying to forget what had happen-
ed, I heard a group of carolers pause beneath my window, singing a cracked
version of "Silent Night." Only with great difficulty did I refrain from
screaming at them from my window to go away; instead, I merely lay on my
bed and cried, sure that if I never left my room again it would be best for all
concerned.
I was sufficiently calm to feel sheepish as I returned to school in
January. I dreaded intensely having to face Doctor Conrad again; the best I
could hope for was that he would have forgotten the entire episode. As I sat
in my customary seat in the left rear corner, I watched the closet door from
the corner of my eye, fearing the moment when it would open. But to my
surprise, it never did; instead, the principal walked into the room, a grim
but uncertain look on his face, holding up a hand for silence.
He gripped the lapels of his jacket and rocked back on his heels,
surveying our puzzled faces equably . I glared at him ferociously, trying to
penetrate his air of simpering self-importance to discover his reason for be-
ing before me. After a long silence, he cleared his throat and finally spoke.
"Students, I have an unhappy announcement to make. Doctor Conrad
will not be returning to this class. I'm afraid he's.... dead...."
By the time I got home that afternoon, my shock had worn off, leaving
cold fury in its place. In fury I rushed up to my room, heedless of the words
flung at me by my still-angry mother; bitterly, I swept the fragments of my
chemistry set, which lay in various stages of amatuerish repair on my desk,
to the floor; then, more calmly, I transferred the shattered pieces to my
wastebasket. Flinging myself to my bed, I refused to cry; I simply lay there,
teeth and fists clenched in rage and frustration. I no longer cared if my
parents were angry with me, and I no longer wanted that chemistry set.
Doctor Conrad had no power over me, no real influence in my life.
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Once again, my loneliness and insecurities have inflicted on me a distorted
view of the past. His only value is assigned in my own morbid and restless
rememberings. Nothing in him or his sad, ignoble end could possibly have
changed me.
....Except that four years later, when my father began drinking again, I
found that I couldn't deal with it and left home, never to speak to the old
man again. And that, although I was still intensely interested in the sciences
at college, I instead took courses in the humanities and now work as a
private psychologist. And that, even now, when things are bad I am inclin-
ed to turn away from those I love and to a bottle for comfort and release.
But no, nothing ever really changes. The events of childhood are
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Despite our bodies' curvature
Our minds stand straight and still endure.
Throughout the years spent on this land
We learn to love; we understand
Each other... links of fastened chain
United we remain.
We live a half-barren loneliness.
We cry, we search for happiness,
For hollow is our inner core
—
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Our bodies house a missing door.
But flee we do from this strange pain;
Part—strangers we remain.
Dimensions of Life's Plentitude
Take in all virtues— fair and crude.
This is the circle of our lives
That totals happiness and strife.
We live the same; we die the same.
Our souls receive no fame.
To reconcile with this Nothingness
May seem to make us much distress,
But aren't we all old men at sea?
We are, at least we seem to be.
We need not know where life came;
Our souls receive no fame.
What price our Loving? What price the Pain?
While together still our souls lose fame,
The Answers lie in what we see
As long as we live for Humanity...
For when we die, we no longer be.
By Michel
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If you are interested in working on the 1987 Calliope staff, or in sub-
mitting work for consideration in that edition, please contact Dr. Richard
Raymond in the Department of Languages, Literature, and Dramatic Arts,
115 D, Gamble Hall. Calliope welcomes prose, poetry, and nonfiction
work in all fields, as well as photographs and sketches. All pieces submitted
must be the work of students, staff, or faculty members of Armstrong State
College. Work should be submitted by the end of Fall Quarter for best
chance of publication. Please be sure that your name, phone number, and
address accompany each submission.
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